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Notes from the IB Office  
 
September 13, 2017 
 
 
Dear Parents,  
 
As ever, it has been a busy return to School and it has been wonderful, on a personal level, to 
experience the warm welcome of Senegal, Dakar and the ISD community. Thank you.  
 
As we move forward, it is important to also recognize the fantastic achievements of the class of 2017. 
It is with great pleasure that we can celebrate the fact the ISD average IB DP score for 2017 is once 
again above the world average at 31 points. Congratulations to the class of 2017. 
 
In the last few weeks and days, Grade 12 students have viewed presentations on target setting, time 
management, and academic rigor. Grade 11 have also heard all about CAS and will have another 
formal assembly before October. Both presentations have similar messages and relate to 
organization, communication, and time management, beginning with end goals in mind. Thank you to 
the large numbers of parents who attended information evenings recently. Your support is invaluable 
and helps provide the home based support network that is essential for the ongoing development of 
the ISD student body. 
 
It is important that all Grade 11 and Grade 12 students use the fantastic resources at their disposal to 
maximize their own academic and holistic potential over the next two years. We reiterate out that 
open, timely and honest communication with teachers and administration will also help them meet key 
internal and external due dates. All of the most relevant and recent information is in our IB information 
management system ‘managebac’. Please ask your children to show you the system. 
 
Grade 12 students already have fast approaching due dates and we continue to encourage you to 
keep up to date with these. Extended essay work should be nearing completion and students should 
be meeting regularly with their supervisors. Hand in of first drafts was September 6th. Supervisors will 
provide detailed written feedback to students. Completion and hand in of the final copy is due on 
November 27th . 
 
Theory of Knowledge presentations are also nearing completion and it has been pleasing this year to 
know students will performing these in October. Topics are as ever diverse, interesting and 
controversial, and presented in an atmosphere of critical, rigorous academic thinking. Thank you to 
our TOK & EE coordinator Ms. Leinbach for her tireless and inspirational work on both of these core 
components of the Diploma 

Grade 11 students have been working their way into IB classes and although a number of students 
have made minor modifications to subject choices, the year has started in an atmosphere of 
professionalism and seriousness that we expect to continue and develop. Presentations have also 
been given to introduce students to the requirements and expectations of CAS, a core part of the 
Diploma program. We are delighted to launch the ISD CAS website 
(https://sites.google.com/isd.sn/dp-cas/home) and thank Mr. Gaucher for his detailed and collaborative 
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work in helping to set this up Finally, the internal due dates for 2017 - 2018 are also published for 
Grade 11 and attached here. 

University application procedures are beginning to approach and our counselling office, in 
collaboration with Mr.Lennon, should be used to its full potential. Remember ‘beginning with the end in 
sight’ is a key motto at ISD. Last year all of our graduating classes met the requirements for one of 
their top three choices of university or college and we expect that to continue with collaboration, 
teamwork and focus. 
 
Finally, all members of our community are being asked to be mindful of our school mission, particularly 
the idea of “Create Challenge Change’. With this focus, we can work together and continue to foster 
an atmosphere of inclusion, open mindedness, and curiosity about our many differences as well as 
similarities in this diverse international community. 
 
Mr. Paul Lennon 
IB Diploma Programme coordinator 
 
 


